Selectmen’s Offices 4:00
Members present: Sue Wingate, Geoff Blackett, Joan Magrauth
Minutes - prior minutes accepted
New Business-
1. Community Garden
   Questionnaire - Geoff brought to the table a draft that we discussed and decided to trim it up to yes and no answers with room for further comment; send via snail mail. Geoff will do, pass it among us for comment before it is finalized and completed and sent.

   Plowing - Sue will contact Adam re: a contract to plow/disc/plant the CG in the fall and in spring plow/disc. A cover crop might be a good idea. Oats?
   Sue brought up the idea of building 4x8 raised beds for those who want them; they could be placed along the fence. Of course. price is a factor but the question will be included in the questionnaire.

   Pollinator garden - cleanup is proceeding

   Compost area - check with Ron for workday to put it to bed for the winter. ? A community/camp/restaurant seminar in spring with an “expert”.

Other: Shall we open the garden plots to other towns warrants more discussion, partner with Wolfeboro, use of the extension service. Our budget awaits plowing information. The Jora to TCS is in question as Kim Reed our liaison to TCS has regrettably resigned from TAC.
   Geoff suggested making a project book to note the tasks to be done to open and close our operations at the composting site and CG.
   Joan suggested urged us to have essentially a show and tell now, in the fall, for camps and restaurants on the composting so they can prepare themselves for next year. That the composting was our primary focus at the beginning and we were spreading ourselves too thin.

Next meeting 10/6/2019
adjourned at 5:35 PM